92 vw jetta

Since the original version in , the car has grown in size and power with each generation. As of
April , Volkswagen marketed over 14 million, becoming its top selling model. Numerous sources
note that the Jetta nameplate derives from the Atlantic ' jet stream ' during a period when
Volkswagen named its vehicles after prominent winds and currents e. Schmidt, former sales
chief at Volkswagen â€” no evidence suggested Volkswagen employed a naming theme for its
front-drive, water-cooled vehicles; nor was there evidence the names derived from a theme; nor
that a naming system "was ever announced, either officially or confidentially. Although the Golf
reached considerable success in the North American markets, Volkswagen observed the
hatchback body style lacked some of the appeal to those who preferred the traditional three-box
configuration. The styling of the AMC Gremlin was controversial for truncating the Hornet
sedan, but Volkswagen stylists reversed the process by essentially grafting a new trunk onto
the tail of the Golf to produce a larger Jetta saloon. The Jetta was introduced to the world at the
Frankfurt Auto Show. The car was available as a two-door sedan replacing the aging
rear-engined, rear-wheel drive Volkswagen Beetle 2-door sedan in the United States and Canada
and four-door sedan body styles, both of which shared a traditional three-box design. Styling
differences could be found depending on the market. The suspension setup was identical to the
Golf and consisted of a MacPherson strut setup in front and a twist-beam rear suspension. The
capacity of the luggage compartment was litres Engine choices varied considerably depending
on the local market. Most were based on engines of the era. Choices in petrol engines ranged
from a 1. Diesel engine choices included a 1. The Mark 2 series is the longest-running Jetta so
far. Introduced to Europe in early and to North America in , the second generation Jetta proved
to be a sales success for Volkswagen. Exterior dimensions increased in all directions. The
suspension setup was basically unchanged from the first generation, although refined slightly,
for example by the inclusion of a separate subframe for mounting the front control arms to help
noise isolation, as well as improved rubber mountings for all components. Aerodynamics
improved considerably, with a drag coefficient of 0. Cars built in Germany were assembled in a
brand new at the time plant at Wolfsburg in Assembly Hall The plant was heavily robotised in an
effort to make build quality more consistent. In , a more advanced fully electronic fuel injection
system became available. This arrangement is known as the Digifant engine management
system. Like the Mark 1, the second generation was offered as a two-door or four-door sedan.
External changes throughout the series' run were few: the front-quarter windows were
eliminated in along with a grille and door trim change , and larger body-colored bumpers and
lower side skirts were added from In , Volkswagen of America held a contest to find the
diesel-powered Volkswagen with the highest distance traveled on the original engine. Notable
on this particular car was that it also had the original muffler despite being located in an area
subject to road salt in the winter. For the third generation, the Jetta name was discontinued, and
it was officially renamed the Volkswagen Vento in European countries, following the precedent
of naming cars after winds, debuted in The Jetta 3 debuted in North America in after production
delays and quality problems at the Volkswagen plant in Puebla, Mexico. It went on sale in most
of Europe in the first quarter of the year, though it did not arrive on the British market until
September Because of the success of the second generation in North America, Volkswagen
decided to keep the Jetta nameplate. However, in Europe the car was given its new name to
appeal to a younger market. Styling was penned by a design team led by Herbert Schafer, and
again the car became more aerodynamic than the previous generation. Although visually similar
to the Mark 2, there were many refinements underneath. The two-door model was dropped,
aerodynamics were improved, with the car now having a drag coefficient of 0. In addition, the
car became more environmentally friendly with the use of recycled plastics, CFC -free air
conditioning systems, and paint that did not contain heavy metals. This generation of the car is
widely credited for keeping Volkswagen from pulling out of the North American market. The
division sold only 43, cars in that year. Sales began slowly due to the aforementioned issues at
the Puebla plant. Production of the fourth generation car began in July Bora is a winter wind
which blows intermittently over the coast of the Adriatic Sea , as well as in parts of Greece,
Russia, Turkey, and in the Sliven region of Bulgaria. In North America and South Africa, the
Jetta moniker was again kept on due to the continued popularity of the car in those markets.
The Mk4 debuted shortly after its larger sibling, the Passat, with which it shared many styling
cues. The rounded shape and arched roofline served as the new Volkswagen styling trademark,
abandoning traditional sharp creases for more curved corners. A distinguishing feature of the
Mk4 is its Whiptenna, a trademark for the antenna on the rear end of the roof, which claims to
incur less drag than traditional antennas due to its short length and leeward position. For the
first time, the rear passenger doors differed from those of a 5-door Golf. New on this generation
was some advanced options such as rain sensor-controlled windshield wipers and automatic
climate control. However, these were expensive extras and many buyers did not specify them

on their cars; as a result, the used market has many sparsely equipped models. Although
slightly shorter overall than the Mark 3, the fourth generation saw the wheelbase extended
slightly. Some powertrain options were carried over. Nevertheless, two new internal combustion
engines were offered, the 1. The suspension setup remained much as before. However, it was
softened considerably in most models to give a comfortable ride, which was met with some
criticism as it was still quite hard in comparison with rivals such as vehicles offered from
French carmakers. After the New Beetle , it was the second Volkswagen product to make its
world debut at a U. Although produced in the largest volumes in Mexico, final assembly of the
car also takes place in China and South Africa for those respective markets. Local assembly in
Kaluga , Russia, started in early In most countries, the fifth generation is marketed as the Jetta.
Interior room has increased from 2. In particular, rear legroom was increased by 65 millimetres
2. One major change is the introduction of the first multi-link independent rear suspension in a
Jetta. The design of the rear suspension is nearly identical to the one found in the Ford Focus.
Styling reflects a new direction for the Volkswagen brand, with a new chrome front grille, first
seen on the Volkswagen Golf Mk5 R32, which has spread to other models. For model year ,
certain markets [ which? The previous 2. Although no longer sharing any body panels with the
Golf and having a longer wheelbase , this generation was partly based on the same PQ35
platform. Volkswagen's target of increasing its North American sales removed the Jetta from
the premium compact car market. This forced many cost-cutting measures to be made for the
North American models, which included a lower quality trim material for the interior and the
replacement of leather with leatherette as an optional seating upholstery. Leather was still
available on Canadian-spec models. The North American version also lost the multi-link rear
suspension of the previous generation. Additionally, the SEL Premium model retains the
upscale soft touch interior, as well as the multi-link independent rear suspension found on the
GLI, though softened for a more comfortable ride. The Jetta Turbo Hybrid has an estimated
combined fuel economy of 5. Sales of the model year Jetta Turbo Hybrid are scheduled to begin
in the U. This engine replaced the 2. The Mk7 is larger than its predecessor, offers more interior
room and has the latest generation of Volkswagen's infotainment systems, including integration
of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. Its ten-color customizable ambient interior lighting includes
lighting across the dashboard and instrument panel, front and rear doors, footwells, and the
gauge "rings" of a newly available fully digital instrument cluster display, marketed as the
"Digital Cockpit". Heated and ventilated front seats are available as well, as leather -trimmed
seating surfaces become available for the first time since the Mk. V Jetta. In addition,
Volkswagen is the second automaker in the U. The Jetta's 1. Only the base S trim is offered with
a six-speed manual transmission or an eight-speed automatic transmission, while all other trims
offer only an eight-speed automatic transmission. On higher trim levels, the Jetta also offers
seventeen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, and Volkswagen Driving Mode Selection. An automatic
post-collision braking system, a tire pressure monitoring system TPMS , as well as seven safety
and stability-enhancing systems all come as standard equipment. Trim levels of the all-new
Jetta in the U. Trim levels in Canada are Comfortline, Highline and Execline. All trim levels lost
the multi-link rear independent suspension for a less expensive torsion-beam rear suspension.
It also features a few exterior changes, such as a different bumper. It now has a VAQ electronic
limited-slip differential and a multi-link independent rear suspension. As with its predecessors,
production of the all-new Jetta will continue at Volkswagen's Puebla, Mexico Assembly Plant.
The all-new Jetta will reach Volkswagen dealerships in the U. A GLI model with a multi-link rear
suspension is expected to come as a model. However, this new seventh-generation Jetta will
not be sold in the European market. A special feature of the car was a kilowatt supercapacitor
which could boost power when needed and also recover energy when coasting. Volkswagen
had considered producing a mild hybrid version of the fifth-generation mainly for the North
American market but never produced it. Volkswagen released a Jetta MultiFuel in , at first to the
governments of the state of California and New York, and then for limited retail sale in those
states to the public. These Jettas can still be found on U. Use of the two most popular blends of
biodiesel that are mostly biodiesel, B80 and B, is not recommended in and US TDI engines. In
Brazil, until , the Jetta was sold with the 2. It could run on either E or Petrol. From model year
onwards, the 2. In the early s, Volkswagen released a limited production electric Jetta called the
Jetta CityStromer. It featured a The second concept vehicle was called the Bora Electric. It had a
power rating that varied according to the operating conditions. It was powered by a Lithium-ion
battery. It was noted that its chance of success was limited in the marketplace given the high
cost of the electric drive system. Todd Buras won rounds 1 and 2 at the Grand Prix of St. On 30
September , Volkswagen of America announced a recall involving â€” Jetta and Jetta
Sportwagen models with the 2. These emissions violations , which would later be referred to as
Volkswagen's "emissionsgate" or "dieselgate", affected the 2. The A2 was then given a facelift

in April where it was known as the Jetta King. Available engines were a 1. A 4-speed manual
gearbox was standard, which could be replaced by a 5-speed manual gearbox, and then a
4-speed automatic gearbox was made available from November For , the Jetta King was
facelifted with a new exterior. This model was also converted into a 2-door pickup truck in
limited numbers. The A2 was facelifted again in March with the same engines used by its
predecessor; it was known as the Jetta Pioneer. This version of the Jetta was not offered in
different trim levels and was a single model for the Chinese market. According to website
Carsalesbase. The second known Jetta was the A4 model sold under the Bora name which
commenced production in December It was given a facelift in and was available with the 1. A
5-speed manual was available alongside a 4-speed automatic transmission. Production for the
first generation Bora ended in while the Bora HS ended production in The Bora was facelifted in
with two new engines, a 1. A 5-speed and 6-speed manual was standard alongside a 7-speed
dual-clutch automatic gearbox. Production ended in The third generation Bora commenced
production in for the model year with a new exterior and interior. This generation is still
available as of May as the Bora Classic with three trim levels. The third known Jetta example
was known as the Sagitar and has been produced since April For the Mk5 Sagitar, a 1. The 2.
Available gearboxes were a 5-speed manual, 6-speed automatic, and 7-speed dual-clutch
automatic transmission. The Mk6 Sagitar entered the market in March The Sagitar was available
with the 1. The Mk6 Sagitar ended production in September Its successor, the Mk7 Sagitar was
launched in January According to Carsalesbase. The New Jetta was paired with two new
Volkswagen engines under the codename EA with displacements of 1. The EA firstly made its
debut in the fifth generation Volkswagen Santana in For horsepower ratings, the 1.
Transmission options consist of a 5 speed manual or a 6 speed automatic. The New Jetta was
given a facelift in with a new front and rear design and a brand new 1. A 7 speed dual clutch
gearbox comes standard for the TSI model. Production for the New Jetta ended in According to
pictures found on Chinese car website Autohome, the Jetta VA3 was to be powered by two
engines, a 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See also: Jetta marque. Small family car
manufactured by Volkswagen. Motor vehicle. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta A1. Main article:
Volkswagen Jetta A2. Main article: Volkswagen Vento A3. Main article: Volkswagen Bora. Main
article: Volkswagen Jetta A5. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta A6. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta
A7. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta China. Main article: Volkswagen Bora China. Auto Show"
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Compact car C. Volkswagen Group A platform. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Volkswagen Jetta. Economy car. City car. Polo III. Polo IV. Polo V. Polo VI. Small family car. Golf
I. Golf II. Golf III. Golf IV. Golf V. Golf VI. Golf VII. Golf VIII. Jetta I. Jetta II. Jetta V. Jetta VI. Large
family car. Passat I. Passat III. Passat IV. Passat V. Passat VI. Passat VII. Passat VIII. Luxury car.
Scirocco I. Scirocco II. Scirocco III. Golf I Cabriolet. Golf III Cabriolet. Golf VI Cabriolet. T-Roc
Cabriolet. New Beetle Cabriolet. Beetle Cabriolet. Compact MPV. Golf Plus. Golf Sportsvan.
Touran I. Touran II. Sharan I. Sharan II. Tiguan I. Tiguan II. Touareg I. Touareg II. Touareg III.
Deutsche Arbeitsfront founder A marque of the Volkswagen Group 4motion. New Beetle. Rabbit
Convertible. New Beetle Convertible. Rabbit Pickup. Compact crossover SUV. Mid-size
crossover SUV. Atlas CS. Parati I. Parati IF. Parati II. Parati III. Gol II. Senda I. Senda II. Parati V.
Polo IVF. Golf IVF. Santana IF. Santana II. Pickup truck. Saveiro I. Saveiro IF. Saveiro II. Saveiro
III. Saveiro IV. Saveiro V. Polo Plus VI. Compact C. Santana Variant I. Gran Lavida III. Santana I.
Lavida Plus III. Citi Golf. Bora II. Bora IV. Sagitar I. Sagitar II. Sagitar III. Mid-size sedan D. Passat
Lingyu. Passat NMS I. Magotan I. Magotan II. Magotan III. CC II. Executive sedan E. Subcompact
SUV B. Compact SUV C. Tiguan L II. Mid-size SUV D. Touran L II. Caddy III. Full-size minivan.
Volkswagen got an early jump on the trend toward more environmentally friendly cars with the
introduction in of the Volkswagen Jetta ECOdiesel, which was equipped with a turbocharged
horsepower, 1. All versions came with a standard five-speed manual transmission. A
three-speed automatic was optional for the Carat and the GL. Standard features for the
ECOdiesel, Carat and GL included bucket seats, power brakes, power steering, a tilt steering
wheel, and a rear window defroster. The GLI added power door locks, Recaro seats, and alloy
wheels, among other features. Generally, drivers responded in a positive way to the Jetta,
noting that it was a durable and reliable car that was easy to maintain and fun to drive. But
many also pointed out that the Jetta could be a quirky car that was prone to expensive
mechanical repairs. Can I convert from a three speed automatic to a manual five speed manual
or a foir speed auto. The car ran fine went to leave for the store and turned the key and heard
one click , wont crank. I have a Jetta 1. When I start it from a cold start I have to rev it for about
30 sec before I can let go of the gas and the car would stutter for a couple of minutes and then it
le I have a new mast for my antenna but the base has gone into the fender. How do I get at the
base and re-install it? Average user score. Based on 15 reviews. Jetta Mk2 Vr6 by Sean.
Dependant, Bautiful Very Nice, You Like??? Updated Dec 5, by Anonymous. What's your take
on the Volkswagen Jetta? Have you driven a Volkswagen Jetta? Rank This Car. Cars compared
to Volkswagen Jetta. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite.
Volkswagen Jetta Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Volkswagen Jetta to Related Models. Select Year Make
Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Instead of sending these cars directly to the
auction, we provide the public the opportunity to purchase them at auction prices! No
warranties, no inspections, no refunds and no exchanges. Call for an appointment. Now offering
Mohr to your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring the car to you! And all the
paperwork! We are open online and at the store. Don't miss out on massive savings. GLS trim.
Our promise is to provide our customers with the best possible reconditioned used car on the
market. Every used car is run through a point quality control inspection- We pay our mechanics
to find any issues so you don't have to. The warranty allows you to fix the vehicle at any shop
that you choose- not just us. Less time negotiating and more time finding the vehicle that best
matches your wants and needs. We look forward to your visit. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Call At Napleton VW of Sanford you can
buy with confidence as every pre-owned vehicle gets a point inspection and Napleton
Reconditioning Certification. We provide excellent financing for everyone!!! This is easily done
by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. WE MAKE every reasonable effort to ensure
the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
All vehicles are subject to prior sale and availability. NO wholesalers or dealer to dealer
transactions. Because of our extremely low and wholesale to public prices and high-volume
vehicle. Gas thrifty and fun to drive this one is in excellent shape call or additional information.
Drive Wheel Configuration: front wheel drive. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is
easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from
the comfort of home. See store for details. Price assumes final purchase will be made in WA,
and excludes tax, title and registration fees. Some fees are location specific and may change if
you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired
safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Description: Used
Volkswagen Jetta 1. Just minutes away! Auto Boutique is proud to offer excellent, pre-owned
vehicles. With our no haggle pricing policy you can be sure you're getting the best deal

possible on every car as they already discounted and thousands below market value. Buying a
car from us is easy. Give us a call to confirm if we are partnered with your lender. Visit our web
site to fill out an application for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering Auto
Boutique for your next vehicle purchase. Red Volkswagen Jetta 1. Thank you for stopping by
Gunther of Daytona Beach located at N. We are your Florida VW Volvo Dealership specializing
in new and quality used vehicles, service and parts. Our knowledgeable sales staff have been
trained and certified to provide amazing customer service. All online prices have been reduced
by financing incentives and exclude tax, tag, title, registration fees, governmental fees,
reconditioning charges or any additional insurance and warranty coverage, GAP coverage or
fee applicable to the sale of a car. The vehicle must be financed through Gunther to receive
special reduced pricing. See dealer for full detail. See what's behind you with the back up
camera on this Volkswagen Jetta. Bluetooth technology is built into this Volkswagen Jetta ,
keeping your hands on the steering wheel and your focus on the road. The Volkswagen Jetta
embodies class and sophistication with its refined white exterior. This model is front wheel
drive. This model has a 1. Enjoy the tried and true gasoline engine in this vehicle. The shiftable
automatic in this small car gives you to option to control your gears manually without having to
give up the convenience of an automatic transmission. Anti-lock brakes are standard on the
Volkswagen Jetta. This unit is built for driving comfort with a telescoping wheel. This vehicle
features cruise control for long trips. This small car is easy to park. All prices, specifications
and availability subject to change without notice. Contact dealer for most current information. It
is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Pyrite Silver Metallic with a
Other interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Orange Volkswagen Jetta 1.
Odometer is miles below market average! Silk Volkswagen Jetta 1. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type
Sedan 5, Station Wagon Trim 1. Engine Type Gas 4, Diesel Hybrid 8. Drivetrain Front Wheel
Drive 5, Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 5 cylinders 6 cylinders 2. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. New Listing. Check
Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This is the
second 92 Eco Diesel I have owned. This one has only , Klms 75, miles on it and is in new
condition. This 92 is naturally aspirated, otherwise no turbo, so you must adapt your driving to
the power available. This car is very dependable and great fun to drive, with the good old firm
VW feeling. Not a comfortable car, from a cushiony seat point of view, but overall a joy to drive
and own. It loves to cruise all day. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Heads up! Highlighted items
are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. The market is the region where the car
was sold or is still being sold. Found a bug? Have a question about Volkswagen Jetta wheel
specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge
base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to
get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what
wheels will fit your ca
unipoint solenoid wiring diagram
2000 ford mustang fuse panel
2006 ford f250 powerstroke
r By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add
Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model.
Wheel Size Widget for your website! Page navigation by markets: Heads up! Volkswagen Jetta
2. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly
with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J
is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the
offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. Volkswagen Jetta 1.
Japanese domestic market JDM A2 [ See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Volkswagen Jetta
for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit
tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your
data and comments Send us the correct data Other.

